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Abstract

Generation IV (Gen IV) is a developing new generation of nuclear power
reactors which is foreseen to bring about a safer and more sustainable
production of nuclear power. A Swedish research program called GE-
NIUS aims at developing the Gen IV technology, with emphasis on lead-
cooled fast reactors. The present work is part of the GENIUS project, and
deals with safeguards aspects for an envisioned future 100 MW Gen IV
demonstration facility including storage and reprocessing plant. Also, the
safeguards licensing aspects for the facilities have been investigated and
results thereof are presented.

As a basis for the study, the changed usage and handling of nuclear fuel,
as compared to that of today, have been examined in order to determine
how today's safeguards measures can be modi�ed and extended to meet
the needs of the demonstration facility. Safeguards approaches have been
considered for within and between each unit at the demonstration facility,
with the main focus on system aspects rather than proposing safeguards
instrumentation on a detailed level.

The proposed safeguards approach include the implementation of well-
tried measures that are used at currently existing nuclear facilities as well
as suggestions for new procedures. The former include, among others,
regular inventory veri�cations, containment and surveillance measures as
well as non-destructive and destructive measurements of nuclear materi-
als. The traditional approaches may be improved and supplemented by
modern techniques and approaches such as nuclear forensics, safeguards-
by-design and improved on-line monitoring of streams of nuclear material.
The safeguards approach for the demonstration facility should be outlined
early in the licensing process, such that the facility units can be designed
in a way that allows for implementation of adequate safeguards measures
with minimal intrusion on the regular activities.

For operating a nuclear facility in Sweden, two separate permits are re-
quired. A license application for a new facility shall be handed both to
the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority and to the environmental court,
which in parallel prepare for decisions according to the Nuclear Activities
Act and the Environmental Code, respectively. In terms of the Swedish
legislation, there are no fundamental di�erences between Gen IV facili-
ties and currently existing plants. However, comprehensive investigations
and evaluations would be required in order to license new Gen IV facilities.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The increased energy demand of developing countries in the world, together with
growing climate concerns, drive an expected increase in nuclear power produc-
tion. A renaissance of nuclear power, with a continued expansion of the world's
reactor �eet, requires more sustainable systems than those of today in order to
e�ciently make use of nature's uranium resources. Advanced waste manage-
ment strategies involving recycling of nuclear fuel may be applied in order to
utilize the nuclear fuel more e�ciently and to reduce the long-lived radiotoxicity
of the waste.

A new generation of innovative nuclear energy systems known as Generation IV
is currently under development, with the aim to provide a sustainable develop-
ment of nuclear energy. Six promising nuclear reactor technologies have been
chosen by an international task force to be further investigated, and should be
commercially deployable by 2030. One of the proposed technologies is a lead-
cooled fast reactor.

In order to stop the spread of nuclear weapons, proliferation of nuclear ma-
terials from the civilian nuclear power must be prevented. The International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is an organization which may enter into volun-
tary agreements with states for the application of a control mechanism known
as safeguards. The purpose of the safeguards system is to provide credible as-
surance to the international community that nuclear materials are not diverted
from peaceful nuclear uses. Con�rmation of the declarations made by states
about their nuclear material and activities can be obtained by implementing
technical measures and performing inspections of nuclear facilities at all stages
of the nuclear fuel cycle.

With the deployment of new reactor types and fuel cycles, the elemental and
isotopic compositions of nuclear fuel will change and new material �ows within
and between facilities will arise. In order for the safeguards measures to remain
relevant, the safeguards approaches implemented today must be revised and
adapted to the new premises.

In 2009, a national Swedish research and development program concerning Gen-
eration IV reactors was started. The program, called GENIUS (GENeration IV
research In Universities of Sweden), is well aligned with the European research
agenda. By launching this initiative, Sweden aims to play a signi�cant role in the
development and demonstration of Gen IV reactors in Europe with particular
focus on lead-cooled fast reactors. The work presented here acts as a pre-study
for a PhD project within the `Safety & Security' work package of GENIUS.

1.2 Purpose of this work

In this study, safeguards licensing aspects of a possible future Gen IV demon-
stration facility have been considered. As a basis for the investigation, the
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facility complex was assumed to be located in Sweden, comprising a lead-cooled
fast reactor and a reprocessing plant with fuel fabrication. It has been assumed
that no political or economical obstacles for construction or operation of the
test facility will be at hand. The underlying safeguards requirements set by
the IAEA must be ful�lled, but the national authority, in this case the Swedish
Radiation Safety Authority, may also choose to signi�cantly sharpen the require-
ments. The aim has been to identify safeguards requirements for such a facility
as well as to identify possible additional requirements from the national author-
ity and to suggest how this safeguards system could be implemented in practice.

1.3 Disposition of the work

An introduction to safeguards and the actors involved is given in chapter 2.
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 introduce the fundamentals of the applied safeguards tech-
niques and equipment, Gen IV reactor concepts and reprocessing of spent nu-
clear fuel respectively. The fuel cycle scenario chosen for this work is described
in chapter 6, whereas the proposed safeguards measures for the facility units
are presented in chapter 7. Chapter 8 describes the licensing procedure for new
nuclear facilities in Sweden.
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2 Safeguards

2.1 Safeguards actors

The discovery of nuclear energy brought amazing new possibilities for energy
production, but along came also the dark threat of the atomic bomb. Against
this background, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) was formed
in 1957, with the hope for a peaceful use of the controversial technology [1].

The IAEA is an autonomous, international organization, today having 151 mem-
ber states [2]. The Agency is established independently under the United Na-
tions umbrella, and it reports both to the General Assembly on an annual basis
and to the Security Council in case of problems encountered during the veri�-
cation activities. The organization rose from the �Atoms for Peace� program,
launched by the former American president Eisenhower in 1953. The purpose
of the program was to facilitate cooperation between the nuclear forces and to
assist other nations in developing their own peaceful nuclear energy by provid-
ing them with technology and materials, while at the same time stop the spread
of nuclear weapons and nuclear weapon technologies. The IAEA does not have
the authority to compel a state to cooperate. However, if a member state does
not ful�ll its obligations, the Agency reports this to the Board of Governors
(with later communication to the General Assembly), which may in turn let the
Security Council decide whether or not to impose sanctions. The Board is an
authority with extensive executive powers and decision rights. It is composed of
35 member states, elected by representatives of all member states of the IAEA.
Apart from determining whether a state is living up to its safeguards obligations,
the Board may design and approve safeguards systems, appoint inspectors, and
approve safeguards agreements.

Another supranational organization, the European Atomic Energy Community
(Euratom), was formed in 1957 as the provider of a common European nuclear
energy policy, with goals similar to those of the IAEA. All of the member states
of the European Union are automatically members of Euratom. Under the Eu-
ratom treaty, the European Commission conducts surveillance and control of
nuclear activities in the EU member states. Regarding nuclear material control,
Euratom is the legally mandated counterpart to the IAEA. Reports and ac-
counts from the Swedish nuclear facilities are therefore sent to Euratom, which
in turn transfers them to the IAEA. The two organizations work together and
sometimes coordinate their operations in order to avoid duplication of work [1].

The Swedish authority responsible for nuclear safety and issues related to ra-
diation protection is the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority, SSM. In 2008 it
replaced the two previous authorities SKI (Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate)
and SSI (Swedish Radiation Protection Authority) in all their functions. SSM
controls and registers all nuclear activities within Swedish business corporations
and institutions that handle nuclear material, such as universities, hospitals and
research facilities. In addition, a register of all the nuclear material possessed by
these operators is kept [3]. The information gathered from the Swedish nuclear
facilities is passed on to Euratom. The SSM is also represented as an observer
at every IAEA inspection, and usually relies on the measurement results of the
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Figure 1: The relationships between the authorities responsible
for safeguarding nuclear materials in Sweden.

IAEA. However, the SSM may perform independent inspections of all institu-
tions engaged in nuclear activities, to ensure that the book-keeping is correct [1].

The relationships between the authorities responsible for safeguards in Swe-
den can be seen in �g. 1.

2.2 Treaties and agreements

During the �rst years of the IAEA history, in the aftermath of World War II, the
number of nuclear-weapon states grew from three (USA, Soviet and the UK) to
�ve (adding France and China). Measures had to be taken in order to end the
distressing development, and as a result the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)
was introduced in 1968. It has three main purposes [1]:

1. to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons and weapons technology,

2. to foster the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, and

3. to further the goal of disarmament.

The treaty forbids nuclear-weapon states (NWS) to transfer nuclear weapons,
directly or indirectly, to non-nuclear-weapon states (NNWS) and to supply help
in acquiring them. The latter in turn undertake not to receive any nuclear explo-
sives or assistance in the manufacturing of nuclear weapons. Each non-nuclear-
weapon state also undertakes to accept safeguards under the IAEA safeguards
system [4]. Even though control and supervision of the signatory parties is in-
volved, the NPT is a voluntary agreement based on every state's will to meet
its obligations [1]. However, not joining the NPT can imply limitations in the
transfer of nuclear goods to a state [5]. As of today, 190 nations have signed the
NPT [6], making it the most rati�ed arms control or disarmament agreement
in history. Originally, the NPT had a limited duration of 25 years, after which
a review conference would be held to determine the prolongation of the treaty.
In the Review and Extension Conference of 1995, it was decided to extend the
treaty inde�nitely, with reviews every 5 years [7].
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The nuclear-weapon states, of which all have signed the NPT, were initially
not submitted to safeguards. However, they have voluntarily agreed to have
part of their nuclear facilities associated with civilian activities covered by nu-
clear material control under the Voluntary O�er Agreement (VOA). The main
purpose of the VOA is to ease the concerns that the application of IAEA safe-
guards brings commercial disadvantages to the nuclear industries of non-nuclear-
weapon states [8]. More equal terms may also encourage participation of non-
nuclear-weapon states in the non-proliferation treaty.

An extension of the NPT, the Additional Protocol (AP), was approved in 1997
and now in 2010 signed by 128 countries [9]. It strengthens the safeguards
system by giving the IAEA extended rights to access and inspect any loca-
tions within a state where nuclear material may be present. The states are also
obliged to provide the Agency with an extended amount of information covering
all aspects of their nuclear activities [8].

To �achieve maximum e�ectiveness and e�ciency within available resources�,
the concept of Integrated Safeguards can be implemented in a country that has
the additional protocol in force. The IAEA must �rst draw a conclusion on the
absence of undeclared nuclear material and activities in that state, and conclude
that there are no indications found that the state would constitute a safeguards
concern. Integrated Safeguards includes e.g. short notice random inspections.
At certain facilities, safeguards measures may be applied at reduced levels [8].
Due to the openness and transparency of the AP, it is possible to implement
safeguards relaxation in some cases.

Sweden has a relatively long history of nuclear research, beginning its nuclear
activities (at that time both civil and military) in the 1940's, and has been a
member state of the IAEA since it was introduced in 1957 [10]. The possi-
bilities of acquiring nuclear weapons were restricted drastically when Sweden
signed the NPT in 1968, and when the NPT was rati�ed in 1970, the Swedish
nuclear weapons program was de�nitely abolished [11]. In 1998 the additional
protocol was signed by Sweden, together with the other members of the Euro-
pean Union. The AP is in force in the EU since 30 April 2004 [12]. Finally,
Integrated Safeguards was implemented in Sweden in 2009, after an extensive
evaluation performed by the IAEA [10].

2.3 Nuclear material accountancy

One of the IAEA's tasks is to assure to the international community that all
states having entered safeguards agreements with the IAEA are actually meeting
their obligations. Nuclear material accountancy is the key measure used for this
purpose [13]. In this context, a signi�cant quantity (SQ) is central. It is de�ned
as �the approximate amount of nuclear material for which the possibility of man-
ufacturing a nuclear explosive device cannot be excluded�. All nuclear material
should be accounted for, with 1 SQ being the minimum amount required to
book-keep, to assure that nuclear material in peaceful use is not being diverted
to the manufacture of nuclear weapons. The nuclear material taken into ac-
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Material Signi�cant quantity
Pu 8 kg Pu

233U 8 kg 233U
HEU (235U ≥ 20%) 25 kg 235U
U (235U < 20%) 75 kg 235U *

Th 20 t Th

* corresponding to 10 t natural U or 20 t depleted U

Table 1: Signi�cant quantities of nuclear material [8].

count includes the isotopes most signi�cant to manufacturing of weapons, such
as 233U, 235U and 239Pu, as well as any material containing these isotopes [8].
The signi�cant quantities of di�erent materials can be seen in table 1. Swedish
legislation classi�es materials containing U, Pu or other elements which can be
used for generation of nuclear energy as nuclear material. Materials containing
Th or other elements assigned for conversion into nuclear fuel are also included
in the de�nition, as well as spent nuclear fuel [14].

Converting di�erent forms of nuclear material to the metallic components of a
nuclear explosive device requires a certain conversion time, depending on the
composition of the material. Direct use material, i.e. plutonium (containing
less than 80% 238Pu), high enriched uranium (HEU) and 233U, can be used for
explosive devices without further enrichment or transmutation. To obtain pure
metal form from oxide powder, and under optimal conditions, a conversion time
in the order of 7-10 days is assessed. If incorporated in irradiated nuclear fuel,
the conversion time is instead estimated 1-3 months, which is the time needed
for reprocessing. Indirect use material, such as low enriched uranium (LEU),
needs processing to become useful for weapons purposes, and has a conversion
time of 3-12 months, in fact the time for conversion and enrichment. On the
basis of the speci�c conversion times of di�erent materials, the IAEA has intro-
duced timeliness detection goals, used for determining inspection frequencies at
the nuclear facilities under safeguards control [8, 15]. Besides conversion times,
the timeliness goals include e.g. time required for transports of diverted mate-
rial to the conversion facility and to assemble an explosive device.

Bulk handling facilities, where nuclear material is held in bulk form instead
of discrete items, may for safeguards purposes be divided into several material
balance areas (MBAs). This is also the case for item facilities, such as nu-
clear reactors. Within each MBA, records of the quantities of nuclear material
are maintained and updated to account for inventory changes. All transfers of
material between MBAs are measured and recorded, as are changes of nuclear
material within separate MBAs. For each MBA the material unaccounted for
(MUF), i.e. the di�erence between the book inventory and the physical inven-
tory, is evaluated annually. In item facilities, the MUF should always be zero.
Small deviations can be tolerable, but the MUF may under no circumstances
be larger than 1 SQ. It can be calculated as follows:

MUF = (PB +X − Y )− PE (1)
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where PB is the beginning physical inventory, X is the sum of increases to in-
ventory, Y is the sum of decreases from inventory and PE is the ending physical
inventory. Measurement e�orts should be concentrated to certain key measure-
ment points (KMP) [8].

Inspection activities are routinely carried out by the IAEA in order to con�rm
that the amount of nuclear material present within an MBA at a given time
agrees with the book inventory recorded by the holder of the nuclear material.
A physical inventory veri�cation (PIV), coinciding with or closely following the
operator's physical inventory taking, is a thorough inspection which closes a
material balance period. In between the PIVs, interim inventory veri�cations
(IIV) may be performed, not necessarily covering all of the nuclear material in
an MBA [8].

It should also be noted that as soon as a state has decided to construct a
new nuclear facility, or to alter an existing one, information on the facility de-
sign must be provided to the IAEA. The design information includes, among
others, detailed facility layout plans, �ows of the nuclear materials to be used
and descriptions of the foreseen procedures for nuclear material accountancy.
The IAEA uses the information to design the safeguards approach for the fa-
cility, and subsequently veri�es periodically that the construction of a facility
is identical to the declared one, by performing design information veri�cations
(DIV) [8].

The IAEA's safeguards system under the NPT allows for IAEA personnel to
inspect nuclear facilities in every part of the fuel cycle, in order to monitor the
nuclear material present and thereby verify that the book inventory is correct.
The inspectors can count items and measure their characteristics, using e.g. neu-
tron and gamma radiation, depending on the type of activity or material that
is investigated, and the results are compared with declared information [13].
Information on the amounts and locations of nuclear material must be kept at
all times between the inspections. This maintained knowledge of both the his-
tory and the whereabouts of all nuclear materials and other items of safeguards
signi�cance is known as Continuity of Knowledge (CoK), and can be provided
using various technical measures. Some of the safeguards methods that the
IAEA has at hand are brie�y presented in chapter 3.
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3 Safeguards techniques and equipment

In this section, some of the safeguards measuring techniques available to oper-
ators and inspectors is presented. For equipment used in �eld by inspectors,
there is a demand for robustness and easy transportation, whereas stationary
equipment require long term reliability. In addition, all safeguards equipment
should have high measurement precision and be well adapted to their respective
�elds of application. They should also be non-intrusive to the regular activities
at the nuclear facility and available at a reasonable cost [1].

For the reader interested in further information on the techniques and equip-
ment used for safeguards purposes, the IAEA document `Safeguards Techniques
and Equipment' (2003) is recommended [13].

3.1 Non-Destructive Analysis (NDA)

The de�nition of Non-Destructive Analysis (NDA) is the determination of an
item's properties by using physical measuring techniques, while leaving the item
una�ected by the measurements (hence the name non-destructive). This is an
attractive method of inspection, since many of the items examined in the nu-
clear power industry (e.g. fuel assemblies) have a signi�cant economical value.
In addition, the method of NDA results in a minimal intrusion on the ongoing
activities at the visited facility [1]. Results of the measurements are given in-
stantly, which allows for immediate interpretation.

The �eld of radiation surrounding the spent fuel is what renders NDA mea-
surements possible. Mainly gamma radiation and neutrons, and to some extent
alpha and beta particles, are emitted and make it possible to measure the fuel
using NDA techniques [1]. Among the measuring techniques used are the fol-
lowing:

• Gamma ray spectrometry

Most nuclear materials under the IAEA's safeguards are emitters of gamma
rays. Di�erent isotopes have their characteristic, well-de�ned energies,
which allow for determination of the isotopic composition of the material
examined. Thus, an energy spectrum gives a good amount of informa-
tion on the material for identi�cation and quanti�cation. As an example,
the enrichment of 235U in a sample can be veri�ed by measuring 186 keV
gamma rays associated with the alpha decay of 235U.

For high resolution measurements, germanium (Ge) detectors are nec-
essary. They provide excellent energy resolution, but are not the optimal
choice for in-�eld use since they need to be operated at low temperatures.
NaI scintillators lack the energy resolution of the Ge detectors, but have on
the other hand higher detection e�ciencies and do not need cooling. They
are well suited for hand-held devices. Cadmium-zinc-telluride (CdZnTe)
detectors can also be operated at room temperature, which makes them
portable. They have the highest e�ciency of the three detector materi-
als mentioned here, and the energy resolution is fairly good. This makes
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CdZnTe crystals well suited for many safeguards applications.

• Neutron counting

Neutrons can be emitted from spent fuel through spontaneous or induced
�ssion, or from reactions induced by alpha particles. Various neutron
counters are used for safeguards purposes, based on the di�erent types of
emission from nuclear fuel.

For determining the mass of plutonium in a sample, the spontaneous �s-
sion of mainly even-numbered Pu isotopes (dominated by 240Pu) can be
exploited in a passive coincidence detector system. For isotopes which do
not undergo spontaneous �ssion at a rate su�cient for detection (e.g. 235U
and 238U), an active system involving a source of low energy neutrons can
be used to induce �ssions in the sample.

Neutrons are a clear indicator for the presence of �ssile materials. Gross
neutron counting, where all detected neutron counts are summed, can
therefore be used for verifying that �ssile nuclear material is present, al-
though the neutron source in the material cannot be characterized.

• Measurement of Cherenkov radiation

Veri�cation of the highly radioactive spent nuclear fuel assemblies includes
detection of neutrons, gamma rays and Cherenkov radiation (ultraviolet
light) emanating from the spent fuel. Neutrons are emitted via sponta-
neous �ssion of primarily the curium isotopes 242Cm and 244Cm produced
in the fuel during reactor operation. The �ssion products in the nuclear
fuel give rise to large gamma emissions, which can be analyzed using en-
ergy spectrum and intensity measurements. By studying glow patterns of
Cherenkov radiation, gross or partial defects due to missing or replaced
fuel pins in an assembly may be detected [13].

3.2 Destructive Analysis (DA)

Destructive analysis for measurements of element and isotope composition can
be performed on both solid and liquid materials. Samples collected on-site at a
nuclear facility are analyzed at laboratories and evaluated. Of the variety of an-
alyzing methods used, many utilize di�erent spectrometric techniques [13]. The
quality of information obtained using DA techniques is in general very good.
However, the collected samples must be transported to chemical laboratories,
being submitted to complex transport regulations. This causes serious delays in
attaining the analysis results (often up to 1 year). In case of highly radioactive
samples, the procedure is even more complex because of the radiation hazard.
DA is the technique recommended by the IAEA for testing of bias defects, and
cannot be replaced by non-destructive techniques. NDA should rather be seen
as a complement which can be used for routine inspections [15].
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3.3 Containment and Surveillance (C/S)

Containment and surveillance (C/S) measures act as a complement to nuclear
material accountancy, which is the safeguards measure of paramount impor-
tance [16]. Between inventory veri�cations, continuity of knowledge of an item
or an MBA must be maintained. This can be assured using seals and surveil-
lance measures, which may establish the integrity of an area, e.g. a storage
room, or the integrity and the identity of an item, e.g. a storage container.

Containment seals come in a variety of di�erent shapes, such as metal caps
and electronic �bre optic loops, with the common feature that they somehow
signal attempts to tamper with them.

Surveillance measures are often used to observe any movements of nuclear mate-
rial or penetration of containments. They can also be used to detect tampering
with measuring equipment, samples and data [8]. Both human and instrumen-
tal observations occur, but the usage of unattended monitoring increases. The
equipment has evolved from �lm cameras to reliable digital imaging surveillance
devices [13]. Recording is often conducted on a random basis.

To increase reliability, a dual C/S system can be applied, where each plausible
diversion path is covered by two functionally independent C/S devices, e.g. two
di�erent types of seal or a combination of seals and surveillance. Where the
veri�cation of nuclear material is di�cult to perform, dual C/S may be utilized
in order to reduce the requirements for periodic re-veri�cation, due to the in-
creased con�dence in the C/S results [8].

3.4 Environmental sampling

The collection and analysis of environmental samples is a recent and growing
safeguards measure, introduced in the 1990's. Samples are collected at or close
to nuclear sites, in order to con�rm the absence of undeclared nuclear material
or nuclear activities. There are a few di�erent highly sensitive analytical tech-
niques used, all of them with the ability to detect signatures of past and present
activities in the site examined [13].

3.5 Unattended and remote monitoring

Unattended monitoring systems are designed to maintain CoK while reducing
the costly inspection burden on the IAEA. They are particularly well-suited for
areas with high radiation levels. Each system runs continuously, monitoring
activities at nuclear facilities by collecting and storing data from sensors mea-
suring e.g. radiation, temperatures and material �ows. Data may be transferred
o�-site to an IAEA o�ce for so-called remote monitoring. This procedure poses
demands on a high level of data security, which can be obtained by using e.g.
encryption methods in order to ensure the authenticity of the transmitted and
stored data [13].
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4 Generation IV reactor concepts

4.1 Reactor development

To meet the world's increasing energy needs in times of growing awareness of
climate e�ects and global warming, a new generation of sustainable nuclear
reactors is currently being developed - the so-called Generation IV (Gen IV)
reactors.

Nuclear power technology is sometimes said to have evolved in distinct steps,
or design generations. These are:

• Gen I - Prototype reactors (∼1950-1970)

• Gen II - Most of the current operating plants (∼1970-2030)

• Gen III - Deployable improvements to current reactors (∼2000-)

• Gen IV - Advanced new reactor systems (∼2030-).

An international task force called the Generation IV International Forum (GIF)
was initiated in 2000, and consists today of 13 members (12 countries and Eu-
ratom) joined in a collaboration on the development of Generation IV nuclear
energy systems. A group of technical experts has been formed under GIF to
explore areas of mutual interest and make recommendations regarding research
and development.

The objective is for Gen IV systems to be deployable around the year 2030,
when many of the existing Gen II reactors will be close to the end of their
operation [17].

4.2 Goals

Within the concept of Gen IV reactors, considerable improvements are foreseen
in the four areas listed below:

• Sustainability

To improve the sustainability of future reactors, more e�cient fuel uti-
lization must be realized in parallel to considerably improved waste man-
agement to notably reduce the burden placed upon future generations.
Both actions aim at introducing minimal impacts on the environment.
The once-through fuel cycle, where used nuclear fuel is disposed of with-
out any reprocessing, may be considered as not being sustainable. This
is mainly due to the limited availability of repository space, but in the
long-term (in the order of 50 years) shortage of uranium resources will
also become an issue. In a closed fuel cycle on the other hand, the spent
fuel is disassembled. Fission products that are of no further use are dis-
posed of, whereas uranium, plutonium and minor actinides (the actinides
other than U and Pu, e.g. americium, curium and neptunium) can be
used again in recycled fuel.
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• Economy

To ensure that the new reactor types will be an economically attractive
option, Gen IV systems are required to have lower life-cycle costs than
other energy sources, and �nancial risk levels at least comparable to those
of other energy projects. The economical competitiveness of Gen IV reac-
tors may be strengthened due to the possibilities of producing hydrogen,
fresh water and district heating in addition to electricity. The tradition-
ally high construction costs of nuclear power plants must be overcome in
order for the Gen IV systems to perform well economically.

• Safety and Reliability

Gen IV reactors will further improve levels of safety and reliability com-
pared to previous reactor designs, reduce the likelihood of severe accidents
and minimize their possible consequences. Robust designs with passive
safety systems exploiting inherent physical phenomena can reduce the risk
of core damage. Besides technical improvements, human performance will
be considered in order to achieve the goals.

• Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection

Existing nuclear power plants are designed to withstand a number of ex-
ternal threats, e.g. natural disasters and �res. For Gen IV, additional
requirements of increased physical protection against terror acts shall be
ful�lled from the start of the plant. Concerning proliferation resistance,
the goal is to increase the assurance that Gen IV systems are �a very
unattractive and the least desirable route for diversion or theft of weapons-
usable materials� [17]. All nuclear materials in the chain, from enrichment
to �nal waste disposal, are covered by this goal.

To evaluate di�erent Gen IV candidate technologies, the members of GIF re-
quested information on nuclear energy systems possibly meeting the Gen IV
goals from researchers and parties around the world. Out of the nearly 100
reactor concepts that were received and reviewed by the GIF committee, the six
most promising ones were singled out. These are listed alphabetically below:

• Gas-cooled fast reactor (GFR)

• Lead-cooled fast reactor (LFR)

• Molten salt reactor (MSR)

• Sodium-cooled fast reactor (SFR)

• Supercritical water-cooled reactor (SCWR)

• Very high temperature gas reactor (VHTR).

These six particular systems were chosen with the motivation that they:

• make signi�cant advances toward the technology goals
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• together address the important missions of electricity generation, produc-
tion of hydrogen, process heat and actinide management (possibly lowering
the required isolation time for the waste by several orders of magnitude)

• provide some overlapping coverage of capabilities, since all of the concepts
may not ultimately become commercialized

• comply with the range of national priorities and interests of the GIF coun-
tries [17].

In this work, only the lead-cooled fast reactor concept having pure molten lead
as coolant is considered.

4.3 The Lead-cooled Fast Reactor (LFR)

The lead-cooled fast reactor is cooled by either lead (Pb) or a lead-bismuth alloy
(Pb-Bi), and features a fast neutron spectrum and a closed fuel cycle. The fast
neutron �ux enables breeding of plutonium and improves the utilization of the
fuel compared to that of thermal reactors. This reduces the need for uranium
and minimizes the generation of waste. Furthermore, LFRs have the capability
of burning minor actinides, thus reducing the radiotoxicity of the waste.

Apart from electricity production, LFRs can produce hydrogen and process
heat. The demands for these products are anticipated to increase in the future,
as the energy needs undergo long-term changes [17].

Pure lead coolant has a few advantages over the Pb-Bi alloy. It provides bet-
ter corrosion resistance, and the creation of the radioactive polonium isotope
210Po is ∼10000 times smaller in pure lead than in the lead-bismuth coolant.
In addition, bismuth is expensive due to limited resources [18]. The main ad-
vantage of lead-bismuth cooling is the extensive experience gained with Russian
submarines, which amounts to a total of 80 reactor years [19].

The high boiling point of the lead coolant (1745◦C) has a bene�cial impact to the
safety of the system. However, the melting point is high as well (327.4◦C), which
means that measures must be taken to prevent freezing of the coolant in the
system [18]. Coolant outlet temperatures will lie at roughly 550 to 800◦C [17].
The lead-bismuth coolant has an melting temperature of (125◦C), and thus ex-
periences less risk of accidental freezing [19].

The typical design of an LFR can be viewed in �g. 2. Several options for
LFR plants have been proposed, ranging from a small battery at 50-150 MW
electric power up to a large 1200 MWe monolithic plant. The smaller reactor
type is expected to have very long refueling intervals, approximately 15 to 20
years, which makes it ideal for deployment in remote locations [17].

An important inherent safety feature of the lead concept is the possibility of
removing heat by natural convection. An additional improvement to the safety
performance compared to that of light-water reactors is that the lead coolant
and the fuel have similar densities, which reduces the risk of re-criticality in the
event of a core melt.
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Figure 2: Typical design of a lead-cooled fast reactor [17].
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Research is needed mainly in the areas of fuel fabrication, structural materi-
als and corrosion control. The opacity of the lead coolant is another challenge
of the LFR concept, since the lack of visibility makes in-vessel operations more
complicated [17].

Two reactor concepts are included in the LFR research plan of GIF; ELSY
(European Lead-cooled System) and SSTAR (Small Secure Transportable Au-
tonomous Reactor). SSTAR is an American 20 MWe reactor concept with a
small shippable reactor vessel. All heat produced is removed by natural circula-
tion of the pure lead coolant. ELSY is a 600 MWe power, mid-size lead-cooled
reactor developed in Europe [20]. It will be described further in section 6.1.1.

For the development of LFRs that takes place outside of GIF, Russia is an
important actor. In 2010 the Russian government con�rmed a fast neutron re-
actor development program, where a 100 MWe lead-bismuth-cooled fast reactor,
known as SVBR is planned to be built by 2015. It will be followed by BREST,
a 300 MWe lead-cooled fast reactor, in 2020 [21].

4.3.1 Fuel types suitable for fast reactors

Various types of fuel are possible to use in Gen IV reactors, all with their own
speci�c bene�ts and disadvantages. Some of the fuels will be mentioned below.

Oxide fuels are used in commercial nuclear power plants today as either UO2

or MOX, which means that the scienti�c community has already gathered a
great amount of experience of them. Minor actinides can be incorporated in the
oxide fuel, e.g. (U, Np, Pu, Am)O2 powder has been produced at a laboratory
scale [22].

Nitride fuels (e.g. UN, PuN) and carbide fuels (e.g. (U, Pu)C) both have
excellent thermal conductivities and high actinide densities. In addition, the
melting points of nitrides and carbides are higher than those of oxide fuels. Ni-
tride fuels are also well suited for reprocessing, since they easily dissolve in nitric
acid. Minor actinides can be included in the fuels, but for carbides designed for
MA transmutation, no known tests have been performed. Actinide nitrides,
AmN and CmN in particular, react with oxygen in the air, and therefore need
to be handled in an inert atmosphere. Furthermore, build-up of the radioactive
isotope 14C can become a problem in a reactor fueled with nitrides, unless the
nitrogen is highly enriched in 15N. A problem concerning carbide fuels is swelling
of the fuel pellets. This demands a large gap between fuel and cladding, in order
to avoid fuel cladding interactions [23]. Of all MA bearing fuels, nitrides are
perhaps the most promising fuel option [24].

Metallic fuels, such as (U, Pu)Zr have better thermal conductivity than the
ceramic fuels (oxides, nitrides and carbides), but also a signi�cantly lower melt-
ing point. They are attractive mainly when considering a pyro-processing line
for reprocessing the spent fuel (more on this in secton 5.2.2). Purex could per-
haps also be applied, but extensive research work would be needed to investigate
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the applicability of this process [25]. PuZr fuel could in principle be a candidate
for a demonstration plant, but is not further considered in this work because of
its lacking compatibility with lead [26].

In all of the fuel types mentioned above, MA can be either homogeneously
distributed in the fuel assemblies, or put in separate inert matrix target ele-
ments. The inert matrix targets are to be placed in high neutron �ux regions of
the core, to maximize MA burning. Fabrication of fuel containing large amounts
of MA demand remote processes, likely in shielded hot cell environments, be-
cause of the high radiation levels [23]. An advantage of the heterogeneous fuel
approach is that the quantities of target fuel are small, and that most of the
fuel manufacture does not call for extensive shielding. On the other hand, the
target pins contain much higher concentrations of the radioactive MA, than MA
bearing homogeneous fuels [24].

It can be argued that it is advantageous to prepare MA as separate irradiation
targets that can easily be discharged from the reactor, instead of incorporating
them in the fuel. This procedure would facilitate reactor operations and reduce
the amount of fuel handling, due to the less frequent discharges of spent fuel
from the reactor. Stopping the reactor completely for discharge of the spent
fuel delays the operations, as do the reprocessing and fuel re-fabrication steps
of the fuel cycle [15].

If one would introduce MA homogeneously into the nuclear fuel and irradi-
ate for long priods of time, the neutron �ux would cause transmutation of the
minor actinides to Cm isotopes (e.g. 242Cm and 244Cm). These isotopes would,
if put in a storage, decay mainly via alpha emission to di�erent isotopes of Pu,
which are often long-lived. Therefore, nothing would be gained by putting MA
in the fuel if subsequent reprocessing is not implemented [15].
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5 Reprocessing techniques for spent nuclear fuel

5.1 Open and closed nuclear fuel cycles

Spent nuclear fuel (SF) from a light water reactor (LWR) is far from depleted
of its energy content. It contains signi�cant amounts of �ssionable material
(altogether about 97% U and Pu) that can be extracted in a reprocessing plant
and recycled to become new fuel assemblies.

Di�erent countries have adopted their own strategies for handling the spent
nuclear fuel. Some have the policy to reprocess it (today about 15% of SF
worldwide is being reprocessed and recycled), whereas others look upon it as
waste and keep it in storages until �nally disposed of. Most countries, however,
still have a �wait and see� approach [27].

A few di�erent fuel cycle options are available.

• The once-through or open fuel cycle is today by far the most widespread.
When the fuel has been used in a reactor, it is kept in storages and later
permanently disposed of.

• In the classical closed fuel cycle the spent fuel is reprocessed once, extract-
ing U and Pu. These elements are recycled and used once again as MOX
(Mixed OXide) fuel, usually in light water reactors.

The �ux of thermal neutrons in LWRs causes a few of the U and Pu
isotopes to �ssion. These isotopes are referred to as �ssile. There are
however many isotopes that instead act as reactor poison, by absorbing
the thermal neutrons. Because of build-up of unwanted isotopes, the re-
processed plutonium is not suitable for use in LWRs after more than one
reprocessing. In addition, 241Pu undergoes beta decay into 241Am, which
is di�cult to handle since it emits strong gamma radiation and can become
a safety problem.

• The advanced closed fuel cycle involves recycling of minor actinides (mainly
Np, Am and Cm) as well as U and Pu. These can be burned in reactors
having a fast neutron spectrum which �ssions also the so-called �ssionable
isotopes, including Pu and the minor actinides (MA). The uranium does
therefore not need enrichment and spent fuel can be reprocessed over and
over. Each time, 99.9% of the actinides (An)can be separated and recycled
into fuel, whereas the �ssion products are treated as waste [28].

Reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel is a controversial technology. In all cur-
rently operating reprocessing plants, the separation of the elements in the spent
fuel causes streams of pure plutonium, which imposes risks of nuclear material
diversion. Safeguards is therefore highly important in a reprocessing plant. Ad-
ditionally, with a broader implementation of closed fuel cycles, transports of
nuclear materials can be expected to increase.

One evident bene�t of reprocessing spent fuel is the more e�cient utilization
of nature's resources of uranium. The world's identi�ed uranium resources are
expected to last for at least 80 years, considering the uranium requirements of
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Figure 3: Radiotoxicity levels of spent LWR fuel relative to the
radiotoxicity of uranium ore [27].

2006. Taking into account speculative resources as well, the estimate would in-
stead be about 400 years. The use of advanced reactors and fuel recycling could
increase the long-term availability of nuclear energy to thousands of years [29].

The drastic decrease of the amount of waste is an additional advantage that
comes from reprocessing. Spent nuclear fuel contains a wide range of radionu-
clides, each decaying with its own characteristic half-life. The long-lived ac-
tinides, emitting radiation during thousands or even millions of years, deter-
mine for how long the waste must remain in a repository, until radiotoxicity
levels corresponding to that of natural uranium are reached [30]. Relative ra-
diotoxicity levels of spent LWR fuel versus time after discharge from the reactor
is shown in �g 3. The de�nition of a nuclide's radiotoxicity in spent nuclear
fuel is its radioactivity (measured in one of the units Ci or Bq), divided by the
maximum permissible concentration of that particular radionuclide in drinking
water (Ci/m3 or Bq/m3).

Most of the �ssion products are stable or short-lived, and hence do not con-
tribute to the long term radiotoxicity. In the long term (after a few hundred
years, when most of the short lived �ssion fragments have decayed), plutonium
is the main contributor to radiotoxicity and heat load. If no Pu is present in
the waste, the repository time is instead determined by the minor actinides.
Reprocessing, by which one removes Pu from the spent fuel, thus reduces the
volume of long-lived waste as well as the long-term radiotoxicity. By the addi-
tional separation of MA, the required isolation time of the waste will be reduced
from hundreds of thousands of years to merely a few hundred [27].
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Closed fuel cycles could also act as a tool in the work for disarmament, since
weapons grade plutonium from disassembled explosive devices may be trans-
ferred to reprocessing plants for subsequent recycling to nuclear fuel assemblies
and burning in reactors. The concentrations of Pu in the aqueous separation
process can not be arbitrarily high, since the e�ciency of separation will be
impaired at high Pu levels. However, by adding uranium to the dissolution, the
Pu concentration may be diluted to acceptable levels [31].

5.2 General techniques for reprocessing spent nuclear fuel

5.2.1 Purex

The reprocessing method presently used in all current commercial reprocessing
plants is called Purex (Plutonium-URanium EXtraction). It is a well-proven hy-
drometallurgical process, developed in the 1960's [32, 27]. After being chopped
into small pieces, the spent fuel is dissolved in hot nitric acid. Uranium and
plutonium are separated from �ssion products (FP) and MA by solvent ex-
traction, and thereafter separated from each other, puri�ed and converted to
oxide powders [33]. Radioactive �ssion gases, such as iodine, tritium and no-
ble gases (Xe, Kr), are released in the process. By exposing the o�-gases to
a scrub solution, radioactive components are washed out, and discharge limits
can be met [33, 34]. Technetium, Tc, is preferably removed from the solvent
at an early stage in the Purex process, since the long-lived �ssion isotope 99Tc
contaminates the uranium unless partitioned [35]. This isotope is also known
to be very mobile when introduced to the environment [33].

A key step between reprocessing of spent fuel and re-fabrication is the conversion
of material from liquid to solid phase. In the reprocessing facilities operating
today, an oxalic process is used to produce the uranium oxide and MOX pow-
ders. Actinide oxalate compounds have poor solubility in acid solutions, and
are therefore precipitated in oxalic acid. The co-precipitate is thermally treated
in an inert atmosphere until a solid oxide powder is obtained [22].

A 99.9% separation of U and Pu is obtainable in the Purex process. These
elements can later be used for MOX fuel fabrication, whereas the highly ra-
dioactive high level waste (HLW) containing �ssion products is vitri�ed and
encapsulated in canisters [27].

5.2.2 Advanced reprocessing

The presence of MA and long-lived �ssion products in the waste is a concern
due to radiotoxicity and heat load. In addition, the stream of pure Pu is highly
undesirable from a non-proliferation point of view. A number of advanced new
reprocessing technologies are currently under development, aiming at solving
these issues.

One alternative is the Diamex/Sanex technique, which is in practice combined
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Figure 4: Flows of actinides, lanthanides and �ssion products in
the Purex-Diamex/Sanex reprocessing of spent nuclear
fuel.

with the Purex process, see �g. 4. After a Purex step separating U and Pu, the
minor actinides and the lanthanides (Ln) are separated from the �ssion products
in the Diamex step. Finally, by using Sanex, MA and Ln are separated from
each other [27]. Lanthanides are di�cult to separate from the actinides, due to
chemical similarities. Separation is however necessary, since lanthanides tend
to absorb neutrons and would thereby act as neutron poison in recycled fuel
comprising the actinides. Also, most Ln-isotopes are stable and transmuting
them would not reduce the radiotoxicity levels of the waste very much [30]. The
Diamex/Sanex technique has been successfully demonstrated in hot tests, using
actual Purex ra�nate [36].

Ideally, all actinides should be separated from the �ssion products as a group, in
order to avoid the pure Pu stream [37]. This could be achieved using the Ganex
(Group ActiNide EXtraction) process, where all actinides are co-extracted and
recycled together [28], see �g. 5. A preceding Urex (URanium EXtraction) step
for extraction of the major part of the uranium is required for attaining a sat-
isfactory e�ciency in the Ganex process [31].

For the above mentioned advanced aqueous processes, where the fuel is con-
verted to aqueous solutions before separation takes place, there is on the one
hand the well extablished oxalic conversion. On the other hand there are also
new, promising routes like the sol-gel processing. Using sol-gel, one can avoid
the dealing with powders and therefore increase the general safety. The oxalic
path is adopted in Purex plants today, but has also been used to manufacture
(U, Np, Pu, Am)O2 powder at a laboratory scale [22]. In the sol-gel process,
the solution containing actinides is formed into droplets which undergo gelation
in hot silicone oil. The gel microspheres are then washed, dried and sintered
into dense, �uid-like AnO2 microspheres of controlled size (50-1000 µm). The
spheres may be transformed to nuclear fuel assemblies in processes similar to
the conventional fuel fabrication using oxide powders, or by pouring the spheres
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Figure 5: Flows of actinides, lanthanides and �ssion products in
the Urex-Ganex reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel. The
major part of the uranium is separated in the Urex step.

directly into fuel cladding tubes [38].

Another method of reprocessing is pyro-processing, based on the principle of
exposing metals and salts to high temperatures and then selectively extract-
ing reusable elements by e.g. electro-re�ning. This procedure has a number
of advances over the aqueous processes, e.g. lower risk of criticality, but needs
further development and is not as close to industrial utilization as the advanced
aqueous processes [27].
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6 Description of the Generation IV demonstra-

tion facility imagined in this work

A fuel cycle scenario has been worked out to represent the Generation IV demon-
stration facility considered in this work. The facility comprises a 100 MWe lead-
cooled fast reactor, an interim storage for the spent nuclear fuel, a reprocessing
plant and a fuel fabrication facility. For an overview or the facility units, see
�g. 6. All of the units will be in a small demonstration scale, adapted to process
the amounts of nuclear fuel needed to operate the reactor.

It has been assumed that the Pu needed to fabricate new fuel assemblies for
the LFR, will be obtained by reprocessing spent LWR fuel originating from
the Swedish interim storage for spent fuel, CLAB (Centralt Lager för Använt
Bränsle).

Figure 6: The facility units of the Generation IV demonstration
facility.

6.1 The reactor

The main purpose of the demonstration reactor is to validate the technologi-
cal viability of the concept of lead-cooled fast reactors. Another objective is
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to test and evaluate material properties and operating conditions for research
purposes. A small-scale reactor of approximately 100 MWe is foreseen in this
work. Maximizing the power production is not of particular interest in this type
of non-commercial project, and the reactor is not foreseen to be connected to
the power grid.

6.1.1 The ELSY project

ELSY (European Lead-cooled SYstem) is a research project funded by the Eu-
ropean Union via the Sixth Euratom Framework Programme (FP6), lasting
between 2006 and 2010 [39]. The intent of the ELSY consortium was to design
a LFR system that complies with all of the Gen IV nuclear reactor goals, by ex-
ploiting the favorable features of the molten lead concept. One of the expected
results was to demonstrate the capability of a lead-cooled fast reactor to burn
the minor actinides generated during its own operation and end up with less
waste [40].

A couple of ELSY core con�gurations have been developed. The wrapper free
square assembly option was chosen for the ELSY reference design, whereas a
more traditional hexagonal design was considered to be the fall-back option.
Both core options generate 600 MWe of power (1500 MWth), and are based on
standard MOX fuel, with Pu contents varying between di�erent regions of the
core [41]. The open square and closed hexagonal designs are shown in �g. 7
and �g. 8, respectively. Concerning the square con�guration, an adiabatic core
concept has been proposed, which is designed to be self-su�cient in plutonium
and to burn all minor actinides built up during operation, keeping them at an
equilibrium level [42]. A core charged with nitride fuel which would enhance the
reactor safety and increase the MA burning potential has also been considered
as an option [41].

In 2010 the ELSY project ended, and a new three-year project called LEADER
(Lead-cooled European Advanced DEmonstration Reactor) funded by the Sev-
enth Framework Programme (FP7) was launched. It aims at further developing
the LFR concept by performing the design of a fully representative LFR proto-
type, with much of the work based on achievements from the ELSY project [39,
41].

6.1.2 Motivation for the chosen demonstration reactor

Assuming that the demonstration reactor proposed in this work will be similar
to that of ELSY's type, but scaled down to 100 MWe (250 MWth), the approach
used here has been to simply scale down the fuel mass of an ELSY core design,
which has a power of 600 MWe, by six. Indeed this is a rough estimation, and
the actual viability of such a core has not been analyzed. In reality, scaling down
an existing core would demand a number of parameter changes, such as altering
Pu enrichments and the pin diameter of the fuel, in order to preserve critical-
ity while not exceeding temperature limits etc. [43]. For this work however, a
crude assessment will at least give a hint of a possible 100 MW core composition.
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Figure 7: The ELSY reference core design with open square fuel
assemblies [39].

Figure 8: The closed hexagonal assembly core design, used as a
back-up option for ELSY. The core is divided into three
zones with di�erent Pu enrichments [39].
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The fact that the properties of oxide fuel are so well-known could imply that it is
a good fuel type to start operating Gen IV reactors with, even though their per-
formance may need to be improved [25]. MOX fuel is therefore the reference fuel
type chosen for the ELSY core. One aims at introducing MA to the oxide fuel,
and the nitride fuel is considered as an option for use in the more distant future.

The ELSY core con�guration chosen for this work is the adiabatic design. Scaled
down to 100 MWe, it has a core inventory comprising 5600 kg U, 1100 kg Pu
and 75 kg MA (51 kg Am, 18 kg Cm and 6 kg Np). Each year, one fourth of
the core is discharged and replaced with new fuel assemblies. Thus, the fuel
residence time in the core is 4 years [42].

6.2 Storage of spent fuel

Two types of interim storage technologies that may be used for storing the spent
nuclear fuel are wet storages in water �lled pools and dry storages which make
use of gas or air as the coolant. Around the year 2000, more than 90% of the
spent fuel in storages in the world was stored in water pools [44].

A brief period of wet storage of spent fuel at the reactor site is inevitably
required to allow the fuel to cool after being discharged from the reactor. In the
case of more prolonged interim storage, the choice between wet and dry storage
must be made. All types of storage have found their market niches. The wet
pools, being more widely used, are well-understood compared to the various dry
storage techniques. Dry storage is increasingly used for spent fuel that is to be
stored for a substantial period of time [44].

For the demonstration facility, the storage time prior to reprocessing will be
in the order of a few years, and a wet storage can therefore be expected to suit
the purpose well.

6.3 Reprocessing

Since the demonstration facility will be made for research purposes, its repro-
cessing plant may well be designed to allow for studies of several processing
options. The ultimate goal is to run Ganex, which extracts all actinides in one
step (although with a preceding Urex step). However, the admittedly successful
combination of Purex and Diamex/Sanex might initially be used to extract the
plutonium needed for manufacturing new fuel for the fast reactor [37].

Separation of actinides will be performed using AKUFVE (Swedish abbrevia-
tion for �Apparatus for Continuous Measurement of Partition Factors in Solvent
Extraction�) units, which contain centrifuges rotating at high speeds. At �rst,
the nitric acid feed and an organic solution are contacted, i.e. mixed with each
other, to increase their phase interface and allow a better extraction of the ions
by the organic extractant. Thereafter, the centrifuges continuously separate the
two immiscible liquids with high e�ciency. The centrifuges have a �ow capacity
of approximately 10 ml/s [45, 37]. The liquid volume contained in the units
at any given time is small, and the risk of a criticality accident arising at this
stage is thus very small. Nevertheless, the risk should never be regarded as
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negligible [31].

The co-conversion method chosen for the demonstration facility will most likely
be the sol-gel process. Despite the fact that it is not as well established as the
oxalic process, the sol-gel method is advantageous due to several aspects. Sol-
gel is a continuous process, meaning that the output of product will be constant
and that the criticality problems will be minimized. The feed from the sepa-
ration process can be used directly to form microspheres of very homogeneous
actinide distribution. Dust creation, that occurs in the oxalic process, causes
risks for contamination and incorporation. These risks are avoided in the sol-gel
process by eliminating the handling of radioactive powders [46]. In addition, the
sol-gel handles only �uids and �uid-like materials. Since �uids are more easily
transferred than powders in a remotely operated facility, this makes the sol-gel
process suitable for remote handling [38].

Assuming that the molar concentration of the uranium feed is 1.3 M, as in
the standard Purex process [47], and that the �ow through the centrifuges at
the plant is 10 ml/s, the facility's throughput, T , can be calculated as follows:

T = MU · C · f = 238 g/mol · 1.3 mol/L · 10 ml/s ≈ 3 g/s, (2)

whereMU is the standard atomic weight of uranium, C is the concentration and
f is the �ow. The annual throughput would then be approximately 100 MTHM
(metric tonnes of heavy metal), if the reprocessing plant was to be operated
continuously with no interruptions. However, continuous operation at all times
is neither feasible nor realistic. If the number of days of operation is assumed
to be approximately 200 per year, as in the Rokkasho reprocessing plant in
Japan (RRP) [48], slightly over 50 MTHM would be a better estimate of the
throughput. This can be compared with the 800 MTHM annual throughput
of RRP [49]. The demonstration facility will thus be a small scale plant, re-
quiring less precautions taken than at a large scale commercial plant in order to
timely detect the diversion of one signi�cant quantity of nuclear material, simply
because a smaller number of signi�cant quantities pass through the system.

6.4 Fuel fabrication

The fuel fabrication facility will not be described in depth, due to the existence
of several unknown properties of the LFR core design. However, some things
can be said about the facility.

The fuel manufacturing should preferably be connected to the reprocessing
plant, in order to avoid unnecessary proliferation risks posed by transports,
and also to limit the space needed for storage of nuclear material. Applying the
sol-gel process facilitates the integration of the fuel fabrication with the repro-
cessing plant [38].

The fact that the properties of oxide fuel are so well-known could imply that it
is a good fuel type to start operating Gen IV reactors with, even though their
performance currently may not be the best [25].
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In a traditional MOX fuel fabrication plant, UO2 and MOX powders are mixed
to prepare the proper Pu concentration. Thereafter, the powder is pressed into
cylindrical pellet shapes and sintered (i.e. hardened by heating). After being
ground down to the speci�c dimensions and inspected, the pellets are loaded
into fuel tubes to form fuel rods. The rods are put together to form complete
fuel assemblies, which are transferred to a storage area [50]. This process in-
volves many mechanical steps, and the speci�ed requirements of pellet surface
defects are not easily met in a shielded cell.

The sol-gel microspheres produced in the reprocessing plant can be converted
to nuclear fuel in two di�erent ways; the sphere-pac process and the sol-gel
microsphere pelletization process (SGMP). Sphere-pac utilizes vibration aided
packing to �ll cladding tubes with microspheres of at least two sizes. Few me-
chanical steps are required and the process is well suited for operation in a
hot cell environment. However, the irradiation tests performed to determine
the quality and performance of sphere-pac fuels are so far insu�cient. SGMP
is more conventional since it resembles the UO2 pellet production in present
commercial facilities, but in addition it has all the bene�ts that come from
eliminating powder handling. Microspheres are pressed into pellets, sintered
and encased in cladding tubes [38].

Core optimization is needed to �nd out whether a homogeneous or heteroge-
neous MA fuel design approach is best suited for the demonstration reactor,
and the amounts of MA in the fuel will therefore not be stated here. To cover
all possibilities, it is assumed that the fuel fabrication facility must be designed
for high MA concentrations.

6.5 Material �ows

By using a crudely scaled down version of ELSY as a starting point, material
�ow calculations will not reach a high level of accuracy. However, they may give
some indications concerning the order of magnitude of the material �ows in the
fuel cycle. The �ow calculations are performed in order to assess the amounts of
nuclear materials in di�erent parts of the cycle, Pu and MA in particular, since
the amount of materials present in a facility in�uences the safeguards measures.
Fig. 9 shows the calculated �ows of nuclear materials. The calculations can be
found in Appendix - Material �ow calculations.

• The reactor

The starting point of the calculations in this work is the core inventory of
the scaled down ELSY adiabatic core [42]. The amount of fuel discharged
and put to storage each year, will contain 1328 kg of U, 272 kg of Pu, 19 kg
of MA and 72 kg of FP. This is transferred to the interim storage, where it
is left for approximately 5-10 years before being reprocessed. At the same
time, 1400 kg of U, 272 kg of Pu and 19 kg of MA is loaded into the core
each year. The Pu and MA content is thus kept at an equilibrium level,
whereas 72 kg of uranium is each year converted to �ssion products. Con-
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Figure 9: Calculated �ows of nuclear materials.
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sequently, the annual input stream is only 72 kg of natural or depleted
uranium. The �ssion products are vitri�ed and �nally disposed of in a
long-term storage. Even though the Pu and MA elemental compositions
remain in an equilibrium state, the isotopic compositions of the elements
will vary with time. The average plutonium content in the reactor core is
16%, which is approximately twice the Pu fraction in spent LWR fuel.

• Storage of spent fuel

The amount of fuel that has to be manufactured at the startup of the
demonstration facility for a closed fuel cycle, depends on the storage time
needed for the spent fuel before reprocessing. Two cases will be consid-
ered; 5 years and 10 years of storage respectively. For the 5 year case, 5/4
full cores must be present in the storage, which implies that it must have
a capacity for at least 8.5 t of spent fuel (including 1360 kg Pu). In the
event of 10 years of cooling, 10/4 full cores or equally 17 t SF (2720 kg Pu)
will be in the storage. It should be noted that the content of 241Pu in the
fuel decays into 241Am with a half-life of 14.4 years. This has not been
taken into account in the calculations, since the isotopic composition of
the plutonium is not known. However, it can be expected that the heat
load of the fuel assemblies will increase with a higher Am content, which
should be taken into account when designing the storage.

• Reprocessing

Assuming that the capacity of the reprocessing plant is in accordance with
the capacity calculated in section 6.3, i.e. approximately 50 MTHM/y, it
is well above the capacity required for avoiding the formation of a bot-
tleneck in the fuel cycle. However, the capacity does determine the time
required for Pu separation prior to the fabrication of the initial fuel. This
in turn a�ects the start-up time of the reactor.

• Fuel fabrication

The fuel fabrication plant will require a capacity of 1.7 MTHM annu-
ally, in order to produce enough fuel for recharging the reactor. However,
the capacity required for avoiding bottlenecks initially, when spent fuel
from CLAB is re-fabricated into new fuel assemblies, is 2.8 MTHM/y. An
annual capacity of 2.8 MTHM should therefore be implemented if possible.
It can be mentioned that the MELOX MOX fabrication plant in France
has a capacity of producing 195 MTHM annually [51]. The �gures for the
demonstration facility should not be compared to the capacities of existing
fuel fabrication plants, since the sol-gel process has not been introduced in
commercial plants. However, it can be noted that the amounts of material
passing the fuel fabrication plant are relatively small.
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• CLAB

Spent fuel from a light-water reactor contains signi�cantly lower levels
of plutonium than what the fast reactor fuel for the demonstration facility
needs. Under the assumption that CLAB will provide the demonstration
reactor with plutonium, large amounts of spent fuel must therefore be
reprocessed. The spent LWR fuel needed for one full core at beginning
of life (BOL) is approximately 130 t. With the expected reprocessing ca-
pacity, the amount of Pu required would be obtained within three years
after start-up of the reprocessing plant. Thereafter, 5 to 10 years after
discharging the reactor (depending on the chosen storage time), 32 t of
CLAB fuel would have to be reprocessed annually. All in all, the amount
of SF taken from CLAB would be 320-480 t (out of approximately 5000 t
SF available at CLAB) [52].

• Waste

72 kg of �ssion products will be produced yearly in the reactor. These
will be separated from the actinides in the reprocessing plant and there-
after encapsulated and stored at di�erent locations for a time period of
the order of hundreds of years.

The possible reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel from CLAB, performed
in order to obtain Pu for start-up of the demonstration reactor, would
result in large amounts of excess uranium (290-440 t depending on the
storage time), of which the major part would have to be taken care of
and brought back to a storage facility. A strategy for such a process has
not been worked out. However, the uranium could with advantage be
reused as fuel in the demonstration facility or other reactors. The repro-
cessing would also result in an excess of minor actinides separated. In
total, depending on the scenario chosen, approximately 60-90 kg Am and
150-220 kg Np would be left over from the recycling the 320 to 480 tonnes
of CLAB fuel. This could either be treated as �nal waste or stored for
transmutation at a later stage. The latter option is preferred, considering
the haigh radiotoxicity levels of the minor actinides. In either case, trans-
port of nuclear material is needed, which in itself entails a proliferation
risk. Cm would not constitute a problem, since the levels at CLAB are
reasonably small and the amounts could easily be incorporated in the new
fast reactor fuel. In fact, Cm would be built up in the adiabatic core until
reaching the equilibrium fraction.

From all parts of the fuel cycle, the separation and sol-gel processes in
particular, low and intermediate level radioactive operational waste will
be produced. This should be transferred to the Swedish Final repository
for short-lived radioactive waste, SFR (Slutförvaret för radioaktivt drif-
tavfall), located at the site of the Forsmark nuclear power plant. The
transport procedures will not di�er from those applied today.
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7 Safeguarding the imagined Generation IV

demonstration facility

In a commercial facility, non-intrusiveness is an important feature of the ap-
plied safeguards measures. This means that the plant operations should be
disturbed as little as possible. However, in a small scale demonstration facil-
ity, the demand for quick measurements may in some parts of the fuel cycle be
lower, since the material �ows are substantially smaller. Additionally, one may
want to apply several redundant safeguards measures to the same part of the
process, in order to test the performances of the di�erent systems as well as to
obtain as much data as possible from the processes in the demonstration facility.

In a future commercial fast reactor facility, the amount of safeguards equipment
will be adjusted and perhaps reduced compared to the case of the demonstra-
tion facility. This could minimize costs and intrusion, while still providing all
information necessary for a satisfactory safeguards approach.

7.1 Safeguards challenges of the demonstration facility

The basis of the safeguards activities is to ensure that the continuity of knowl-
edge, CoK, is kept. What should be discussed is the possible means of achieving
CoK at all points of the fuel cycle.

To assess the safeguards challenges associated with a Gen IV fuel cycle sce-
nario, one must consider the operations carried out at all the facilities involved,
the locations of the di�erent facilities and the characteristics of the nuclear ma-
terials present. It is crucial to envisage possible diversion strategies, and to
thereby identify the weak links of the fuel chain.

The di�culties posed by the demonstration facility units in this particular work
are dominated by the separated streams of plutonium in the reprocessing plant
and the inaccessibility of fuel items in the reactor caused by the opaque lead
coolant. In addition, the composition of new types of fast reactor fuel containing
MA puts new challenges to the operation and use of equipment in several parts
of the fuel cycle. This is due to the highly radioactive materials, and requires
additional new or modi�ed methods of assay. Having the fuel composition well
de�ned prior to development of assay equipment eases the safeguards work. The
actinide composition in the LFR fuel will however be variable, which makes it
di�cult to optimize the design of equipment foreseen to determine the actinide
content.

An extended use of automated processes and remote monitoring would be a
requirement for handling the new fuel, because of the high radiation levels.
This would also bene�t the safeguards work, since the presence of facility em-
ployees poses a proliferation risk [53].
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7.2 Present safeguards veri�cation approaches

The approach used for safeguards is applying veri�cation activities to di�erent
types of material throughout the fuel cycle (fresh fuel, fuel inside the core, spent
fuel, fuel in storage, dissolved fuel in the reprocessing plant), in order to detect
attempts of diverting nuclear material.

Physical inventory veri�cations must be regularly performed at the facilities
to assure that the inventory provided by the operator is correct. For purposes
of timely detection, or in the case of failure of surveillance, the inventory of nu-
clear material within an MBA shall be re-established by performing an interim
inventory veri�cation. Material �ows should be monitored not only between
MBAs, but also within each MBA. Near real time accountancy (NRTA) is a
form of nuclear material accountancy for bulk handling material balance areas,
where the facility operator may measure or estimate in-process inventory and
inventory changes, and provide data to the IAEA on a near real time basis.
NRTA allows for more frequent material balance closure [8] and could be useful
to implement at the facility discussed here.

It must be veri�ed that no nuclear materials are diverted during transports
between the facility units. The transported items should therefore be readily
declared before leaving the initial location, and checked again at arrival. More-
over, the transports should be supervised.

Adequate space should be provided for within each facility, for the purpose
of safeguards activities and instrumentation. In order to obtain correct infor-
mation, safeguards instruments used should be handled in a way that minimizes
potential contamination. The �eld of view should be clear, especially in critical
areas. Furthermore, safeguards personnel should be able to safely access points
of interest for e.g. surveillance and sealing. The safety principle should be fol-
lowed overall, keeping the radiation exposure of inspectors and technicians as
low as reasonably achievable (following the ALARA principle).

Safeguards conclusions for the material balance evaluation of fuel items con-
sidered di�cult to access, e.g. fuel inside the reactor vessel, can be drawn
relying upon C/S systems evaluated as acceptable. Acceptable means in this
case that both of the dual C/S systems are conclusive positive, or that one C/S
system is conclusive positive whereas the other is inconclusive. Before becom-
ing virtually inaccessible, the fuel items should be veri�ed by item counting
and identi�cation, and by NDA measurements providing high gross and partial
defect detection probability. The di�cult-to-access condition of the fuel must
thereafter be veri�ed recurringly [54].

To con�rm that the plant is operated as declared, the facility operator's in-
struments may be used to supplement the measurements of the IAEA personnel
during inspection. However, the IAEA �rmly stresses that it must be able to de-
rive safeguards conclusions independently. There are therefore strict regulations
regarding the joint use of equipment (JUE) for safeguards purposes [34].
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7.3 Future safeguards veri�cation approaches

To meet the safeguards challenges posed by new nuclear facilities, the already
established methods should be improved and supplemented. Dual C/S measures
should be used extensively, and cross-checks between di�erent types of gathered
data could make nuclear material veri�cations more reliable. Non-proliferation
issues should be addressed from the beginning, designing all new facilities in
a way that strengthens the built-in proliferation resistance, i.e. implementing
safeguards-by-design (SBD). The possibilities of designing safeguards into future
nuclear facilities are many. With a recent initiative of SBD, the IAEA aims at
providing a resource for future work in the area of facility design and plant op-
eration that facilitate the implementation of safeguards [55].

7.3.1 General approaches

Extending the use of remote monitoring would reduce the need for inspectors
physically present at the facilities. To further reduce time spent at the facilities,
data collected during facility operation could be gathered and accessed from a
single location outside the controlled area [54]. The traditional sample taking
and subsequent destructive assay in o�-site laboratories is not e�cient in large,
modern bulk handling fuel cycle facilities, especially if the number of facilities is
increasing. Distributed on-line assay stations with data collected and evaluated
centrally and on-site, and remotely transmitted to the inspectorate headquar-
ters, could however provide the desired e�ciency [34].

If connecting a large system of various sensors to a central network, the de-
velopment of pattern recognition algorithms would be bene�cial. Non-approved
activities may generate abnormal patterns in the large amount of information
provided by the sensors. By having adequate software evaluating the data,
the safeguards system could detect a possible diversion attempt and sound an
alert [1].

7.3.2 Use of equipment for inspections

It has been suggested that the restrictive policy on joint use of equipment should
be applied only to safeguards instrumentation of primary importance, leaving
a wide array of plant instruments that could provide complementary informa-
tion [56]. Using facility equipment jointly could, apart from saving �nancial
resources, reduce the intrusion on facility operations. However, the major ben-
e�t from JUE would be the facilitated acquisition of relevant data [54]. If JUE
is to be implemented, one must see that the reliability of the instrumentation
is not jeopardized.

7.3.3 Suggested additional approaches

Nuclear forensic analysis, or nuclear forensics, is a �eld of increasing importance.
Its basic principle is the analysis of nuclear or radioactive material samples, to-
gether with possible additional information associated with the sample, which
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can be used to determine the history of the material [57]. The techniques have
so far been practiced when analyzing debris emanating from nuclear explosions,
but they may also be applied in a safeguards context, or to counteract illicit
tra�cking of nuclear material. A potential area of use could be tracing already
diverted materials to the facilities where they were processed, but forensics could
also verify the expected material �ows within and between facility units [58].

The characterization of the elemental and isotopic compositions, and measure-
ments of physical dimensions of a sample are included in nuclear forensic anal-
yses. Furthermore, nuclear forensics involve the interpretation process, where
the sample characteristics data are correlated with information on material pro-
duction and handling methods. To obtain a more comprehensive history of the
material examined, information from e.g. archives and historical databases can
be combined with the previously derived interpretation [57].

Successful implementation of nuclear forensics requires a combination of techni-
cal data, relevant databases, su�cient laboratory equipment and specialists able
to interpretate the information. The development of an international database,
with the purpose of consolidating the substantial amount of data relevant to
the tracing of �ssile materials, could perhaps be the next step towards a greater
usage of �ngerprinting nuclear material for safeguards purposes [58].

For the forensic approach to be practiceable on a large scale, signi�cant re-
source contributions are needed. New laboratories would have to be built and
managed if nuclear forensics were to be used in a large number of nuclear facil-
ities. The measurement procedures should be worked out in a way to minimize
the intrusion on facility operations.

7.4 Safeguards units and activities in the demonstration
facility

7.4.1 The reactor

The di�erent material categories that may be present in the reactor facility are
fresh nuclear fuel, fuel producing power inside the core and spent fuel. Since
the nuclear material is placed in discrete fuel assemblies, the reactor will most
likely be classi�ed as an item facility.

Before leaving the fuel fabrication plant, the content of each fuel assembly should
be carefully measured. From this point, the safeguards objectives concern keep-
ing track of the fuel items at all times, and making sure that their containments
remain intact. Immediately after discharge from the reactor, the IDs of the
spent fuel assemblies should be veri�ed. At this point, the spent fuel is said to
be self-protecting. A presumed diverter simply would not survive the extremely
high radiation dose emitted from a newly discharged fuel element [59].

Detailed information on the fuel composition should be provided to the op-
erator before loading the assemblies into the reactor. The content of MA in the
LFR fuel, which is high compared to the levels of traditional LWR fuel, would
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complicate the assay for plutonium. New or modi�ed NDA methods should be
developed, such that partial defects can be detected. In accordance with current
IAEA criteria, the mesurements should have an accuracy of ± 5% of the total
Pu and MA content.

The need for improved NDA exists likewise for the veri�cation of spent fuel,
since the possibility of a diverter dismantling the spent fuel in the storage pond,
with subsequent removal or replacement of fuel pins, cannot be excluded [56].

The opacity of the molten lead coolant obstructs the visualization inside the
reactor vessel, making the fuel assemblies di�cult to access for a diverter. How-
ever, the opacity induces equally important limitations on the in-vessel inspec-
tion and monitoring activities for the operators and inspectors. Sealing the
area and applying dual C/S measures is therefore of utmost importance for
safeguarding the reactor. Possible C/S measures are surveillance cameras mon-
itoring the reactor vessel lid and seals connected to bolts [54].

Designing storage areas and transfer paths for the fresh and spent nuclear fuel in
a suitable way is an important part of the reactor safeguards work (safeguards-
by-design) and may facilitate stable process operation. Nuclear inventory taking
should be facilitated by providing convenient measurement points [56].

Fuel handling and maintenance operations, e.g. reshu�ing of the fuel assemblies
in the core, would preferably be fully automated, since human interaction with
the fuel infers a proliferation risk. These operational issues should be addressed
well in time before the construction of a reactor, such that robots and software
can be developed and approved in parallel.

In an LWR, the fuel contains low-enriched uranium, which has a relatively low
proliferation value. The plutonium generated during reactor operation is thus
the main safeguards concern [59]. The fuel used in the demonstration facility
will however hold a relatively high share of Pu even initially, which means that
Pu monitoring and surveillance is important throughout the cycle. How this
can be done in practice must be carefully considered. To strengthen the non-
proliferation work for a breeder reactor in operation, the Pu produced should
be generated in the same area where it is also burned. Blankets of 238U can
in some reactor designs be placed surrounding the core to enhance the neutron
economy. During reactor operation the 238U absorbs neutrons to become 239Pu,
and the blankets, if somehow removed, could therefore provide a diverter with
plutonium well suited for the manufacturing of nuclear explosive devices. For
this reason, blankets should be avoided.

In civilian nuclear power production, the aim is to maximize the power output
of the plant. However, altering the reactor operation by reducing the neutron
�ux and hence the power output, the production of 239Pu can instead be maxi-
mized, leaving the power relatively small. On-line monitoring of the core power
level, by e.g. neutron �ux measurements, can therefore be used as a straight-
forward approach for verifying that the reactor is used for non-military purposes.
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7.4.2 Storage of spent fuel

Being an item facility, the wet storage can be provided with the appropriate
safeguards measures relatively easily [44]. As in fuel storages of today, routine
inspections, in the form of PIVs and IIVs for taking care of the timeliness goals,
will be an important part of the safeguards work.

The plutonium content of the spent fuel in the wet storage is expected to be
larger than the Pu content of spent LWR fuel storages. Since reactor-grade plu-
tonium is weapons-usable if separated from the SF this could imply a greater
risk of proliferation. However, the plutonium would be di�cult to steal and
recover for weapons use, being bound up in massive, highly radioactive spent
fuel assemblies [44]. In addition, the highly radioactive and toxic MA present in
the SF reduce the attractiveness of the material further. Still it is theoretically
usable in weapons, abd therefore it has to be safeguarded.

A system for receiving transportation casks of spent fuel, as well as for han-
dling and movement of spent fuel within the storage facility, will be needed [60].
As much as possible of the fuel handling operations should be automated, in
order to reduce the risk for attempts of diversion. NDA measurements of the
received spent fuel assemblies shipped from the reactor should be used in order
to verify that their identities agree with the records and that the assemblies
are intact. This would require developments or enhancements of existing NDA
methods, more suitable for the actinide compositions of fast reactor fuel assem-
blies. Additional measurements of the atmosphere in the storage facility can be
used to verify that no cask has been opened.

The safeguards activities at the storage facility should be intensi�ed during the
annual period when newly discharged fuel is transferred to the storage, since
there will be signi�cant amounts of plutonium in motion.

7.4.3 Reprocessing

The reprocessing plant will be the part of the demonstration facility that is most
challenging considering safeguards. Moreover, in the chosen scenario, the pure
Pu streams that arise in the Purex separation process may be highly attractive
for a diverter.

Shifting from using the Purex-Diamex/Sanex process to the Ganex process may
allow for a relaxation of the safeguards requirements, since no stream of pure Pu
will be present in the latter case. Safeguards measures su�cient for the Purex
process may thus be excessive when it comes to Ganex. At the demonstra-
tion facility, overdoing the safeguards approach to some extent is acceptable.
Therefore, by adopting a conservative approach, safeguarding of the Purex-
Diamex/Sanex process will mainly be considered in this work.

The nuclear material concentrations in the main process streams and inven-
tory vessels is of fundamental safeguards importance. Developing on-line assay
techniques for accurately measuring the actinide content of aqueous process
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Figure 10: MBA structure at the Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant.
Flow key measurement points are denoted by circles,
whereas boxes indicate inventory key measurement
points [62].

solutions would permit remote monitoring of reprocessing plants. An on-site
laboratory processing DA-samples could verify the on-line NDA measurements,
determining the potential measurement bias.

To support veri�cation of nuclear material transfers, inventory, and operational
status of the reprocessing plant, the development of a more e�ective automated
and integrated data collection and review system is recommended. This sys-
tem could account for analyzing process and on-line assay data and surveillance
imagery. By using automated processes in a hot cell environment, equipment
for tracking the movement of the nuclear materials could more easily be applied.

Inspections at the reprocessing plant could be e�ciently performed by extending
the use of short notice random inspections and applying an approach of statisti-
cal process control for veri�cation, rather than relying on a scheduled systematic
veri�cation of all major transfers of plutonium-bearing materials [34].

General MBA structure of the reprocessing plant To give an example
of an MBA structure, the accountancy structure of the Purex process at the
Rokkasho reprocessing plant is presented. Beginning its operation in 2010 [61],
it will be the world's newest large-scale commercial plant [34]. As can be seen
in �g. 10, there are �ve MBAs enclosing di�erent parts of the process. A key
measurement point is de�ned as �a location where nuclear material appears in
such a form that it may be measured to determine material �ow or inventory� [8].

• MBA 1
In MBA 1, the received casks of spent fuel are stored in ponds before
entering the mechanical and head-end process. After arrival in the latter,
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the fuel is chopped into pieces, and thereafter dissolved in hot nitric acid.
Fission gases released when shearing and dissolving the fuel are taken
care of by scrubbing. Any non-dissolved material, such as cladding hulls,
is moved to the waste treatment area (MBA 3).

• MBA 2
In MBA 2, a solvent is mixed into the acid, separating U and Pu from
the �ssion products and other elements. 99% of the uranyl nitrate is
converted to UO3, while the Pu, together with the remaining 1% of the
U, is converted to mixed oxide powder. By mixing uranium into the
plutonium stream, pure Pu as end product is avoided.

• MBA 3
The FPs and other waste products separated in the main separation pro-
cess are transferred to MBA 3, where they are solidi�ed through evapora-
tion and later vitri�ed. The glass waste is enclosed in steel canisters, and
put to long-term storage.

• MBA 4
The MOX conversion process has its own area, MBA 4. An oxalic process
is used to convert the nitric acid solutions to uranium oxide and mixed
oxide powders.

• MBA 5
Both U and MOX products are stored in canisters in MBA 5 until fuel fab-
rication is due. The fuel fabrication could be viewed upon as an additional
MBA, if physically connected to the reprocessing plant. More commonly
though, fuel manufacture takes place in its own separate facility [62].

At the reprocessing plant of the Gen IV demonstration facility, the use of mul-
tiple MBAs is necessary, such that all quantities of nuclear material can be
veri�ed and the continuity of knowledge is maintained within and between all
process areas. Such partitioning is not yet developed for the demonstration fa-
cility, but one can assume that it will in principle not sigini�cantly di�er from
MBAs at existing reprocessing plants. The main di�erences, identi�ed thus
far, in handling spent fast reactor fuel at the demonstration facility compared
to LWR fuel handling at a commercial reprocessing plant, is higher concentra-
tions of Pu and MA and new material streams and �nal products involving MA.

Safeguards implementation at the demonstration reprocessing plant

At the reception of the spent fuel arriving from CLAB, and later also from the
fast reactor, safeguards measures must be applied to verify that no nuclear ma-
terial has been diverted during storage or transport of the irradiated fuel items.
Item counting and camera surveillance of the receipt area are perhaps the most
evident measures, along with checking IDs of the transport casks.

In addition, accurate measurement of the Pu and MA content of the SF is
desirable for verifying the receipts, but such a technique does currently not ex-
ist. The �ssile content may possibly be accurately measured by future NDA
techniques, which would then have to give uncertainties substantially smaller
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than those of today. However, the high level of gamma radiation emitted by the
�ssion products makes the NDA veri�cation of spent fuel very challenging and
the variable actinide composition further complicates the measurements. The
accuracy of NDA measurements is currently estimated at ±10-20% for U and
Pu [34].

When unloaded from the transport casks and moved to storage ponds, the spent
fuel items can be monitored by synchronized closed-circuit television (CCTV)
surveillance cameras and radiation monitors. A system for verifying the di-
rection of fuel movement can be used to further strengthen the possibilities to
discover diversion attempts. For spent LWR fuel, burn-up code calculations
can be performed by an inspector to compare the amounts of nuclear material
received with the amounts given in the declaration from the shipper (reactor or
CLAB). However, the inspector would then have to rely on operator declared in-
formation and thus do not act independently. In addition, for fuel coming from
the fast reactor, burn-up codes may need to be developed and validated [34].

Continuity of knowledge must be maintained when transferring SF from the
storage pond to the head-end mechanical process. The �ow of SF assemblies
can be monitored by CCTV units, and Camera/Radiation Detectors. IDs need
to be checked once more, as a suggestion using ID cameras. There is a potential
to perform NDA measurements of single fuel pins to verify the nuclear material
content of the spent fuel [34]. Measurements should preferably be performed
randomly in order to minimize intrusion, although it would in principle be pos-
sible to verify all pins. This could be helpful although it is not required by the
IAEA, especially until an NDA method is developed for accurate measurements
of SF at the reception. Hulls (pieces of fuel cladding) and fuel end-pieces may
be monitored by a surveillance system similar to that monitoring the SF assem-
blies, considering the possibility of Pu-bearing material being routed through
this waste path [34].

The IAEA safeguards criteria demand volume and weight measurements of the
dissolver solution. There is an existing solution measurement and monitoring
system able to perform these measurements. DA samples shall be analyzed for
contents of U and Pu, preferably by an on-site laboratory for fast results [34].
Although Np and Am are not considered �source material� or �special �ssion-
able material� by the IAEA, information on separated Np and Am is collected
in states participating in a voluntary reporting scheme [8]. Euratom is one of
the actors providing the IAEA with voluntary information on Np and Am [12].
Under this voluntary agreement, facilities capable of Np separation should also
provide ��ow sheet monitoring� to assure that Np and Am are processed as
declared and not being separated. Additional measurements of minor actinide
content would also be of interest to obtain more information on the spent fuel
composition. Elemental concentrations could be obtained using e.g. hybrid
K-edge densitometry (HKED), which combines the K-edge densitometry and
X-ray �uorescence techniques to determine the ratio of photon transmissions at
energies close to the K-electron absorption edge of the actinide analyzed [63, 62].

Timeliness of detection can be improved using a continuous on-line assay de-
termining the U, Pu and MA content in the main process streams. This could
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eventually enable further remote monitoring of the plant, but techniques giving
satisfyingly small enough errors (∼1%) are yet to be developed [34]. A poten-
tial use for nuclear forensics could be to `spike' the dissolution with a traceable
substance, such that the material �ows can be monitored.

When the nuclear materials leave the reprocessing plant in sol-gel microsphere
form, the composition should be accurately established. Likewise, when the new
fuel assemblies have been fabricated, it is important to document which fuel pins
are included in each individual fuel assembly. If this information would be stored
in a database together with fuel assembly IDs, one could verify that no material
has been diverted when the assemblies have gone through the fuel cycle and are
again dissolved at the reprocessing plant.

7.4.4 Fuel fabrication

In order to avoid transports of nuclear material, the fuel fabrication facility
should preferably be located in the same building as the reprocessing plant.
De�ning material balance areas and key measurement points is crucial in the
fuel fabrication facility since it is a bulk handling facility, much like the repro-
cessing plant. The traditional materials accountancy approach of performing
PIVs and IIVs applies here as well as in currently existing fuel fabrication facil-
ities. Systems for dual C/S should also be applied.

The radiation arising from the MA content of the fuel requires shielding by
e.g. hot cells. This requirement bene�ts the safeguards work at the fuel man-
ufacturing process, since physical barriers and automated operations obstruct
access to the nuclear material. However, as mentioned earlier, NDA techniques
must be developed for more accurate actinide measurement results. The MA
concentration of the fuel can not be de�ned at this stage, but it can be noted
that the safeguards measures for homogeneous MA bearing fuel would be com-
parable to that of target fuel assemblies [53].

Having the incoming material from the reprocessing plant in the form of mi-
crospheres instead of oxide powder would likely a�ect the safeguards work in a
positive way due the �uid like behavior of the spheres which makes the material
�ows well adapted to remote handling in hot-cell environments.
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8 Licensing of nuclear facilities in Sweden

The handling of nuclear materials poses risks of proliferation and, in case of
accidents, risks of radiation severly harming society and the environment. Inter-
national laws authorizing nuclear activities and regulating the nuclear facilities
throughout their whole life cycles, from construction to decommissioning, are
therefore a necessity.

National legal instruments may reinforce the international legislation. The two
Swedish laws in parallel governing the licensing of new nuclear facilities are
the Nuclear Activities Act (Lag om kärnteknisk verksamhet) and the Environ-
mental Code (Miljöbalken). The Nuclear Activities Act regulates the nuclear
activities within the Swedish facilities, particularly focusing on safety issues and
supervision and control of nuclear activities. According to the Environmental
Code, all nuclear activities are considered as injurious to the environment and
may therefore not be pursued without permisson from the environmental court.
Safety and supervision of nuclear facilities are two of the issues covered by the
Environmental Code [64].

8.1 Laws and procedures

The term `nuclear facility' is in the Swedish Nuclear Activities Act [14] de�ned
as:

1. a facility for production of nuclear energy (nuclear power reactor),

2. another facility in which a self-sustaining nuclear reaction can take place,
such as a research reactor,

3. a facility for extraction, fabrication, handling, processing, or storage of
nuclear material, or

4. a facility for handling, processing, storage or �nal storage of radioactive
waste.

The Swedish Radiation Safety Authority, SSM, recently published a report de-
scribing the authority's revised processes for preparing decisions for nuclear
facilities and the probation of licensing applications in several steps. The doc-
ument is based on Swedish legislation and relates to the requirements set by
two documents called the Convention on Nuclear Safety and Nuclear Safety
Directive. The IAEA's Convention on Nuclear Safety sets international bench-
marks committing participating states to maintain a high level of safety on their
nuclear power plants, while the Nuclear Safety Directive brings the convention
obligations into law in EU member states. Following the directive dictates,
Swedish nuclear facilities may not be constructed or operated without a license
and the handling of the licensing applications is one of the central tasks for the
SSM. Moreover, the IAEA is currently developing a standard of recommenda-
tions for the nuclear installation licensing processes applied nationally in each
member state, stressing the importance of establishing e�cient routines for the
review acting as a basis for license approval [65].
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Sweden has currently ten nuclear power reactors and the Swedish legislation does
not permit the construction of new plants. However, in 2008 the government
appointed an inquiry to review the legislation in the area of nuclear technology
and radiation protection. One task of the inquiry was to propose amendments
to the Nuclear Activites Act an the Environmental Code that would provide
the conditions for controlled generational shifts in Swedish nuclear power, by
enabling gradual replacements of existing nuclear power reactors with new ones
on a one-to-one basis. According to the proposal, the new reactors may be
constructed only on the sites where the presenly operating reactors are located.
The legislative amendments, published in 2009 in a Swedish Government O�-
cial Report, are proposed by the inquiry to enter into force on 1 July 2010 [64].
With a narrow majority, the Swedish parliament voted for the proposal on 17
June 2010, paving the way for the construction of new reactors in Sweden. The
nuclear reactor replacement plan is set to take e�ect on 1 January 2011 [66].

8.1.1 Start-up of new nuclear facilities

Licensing of nuclear facilities is a time consuming process; international expe-
rience indicates that it might take as much as ten years from the start of a
licensing procedure, before a nuclear power plant is put into service [64]. A pro-
bation procedure in several steps is necessary, since the construction details are
normally not available at the time for application. Furthermore, problems may
arise during the construction phase, requiring new solutions [65]. An outline of
the Swedish licensing process can be seen in �g. 11.

For operating a nuclear facility in Sweden, two separate permits are required.
These are issued according to the Nuclear Activities Act and the Environmental
Code respectively, focusing on di�erent legal aspects. Among the aims of the
Nuclear Activities Act are the enforcement of safety in nuclear activities, and
the maintenance of Sweden's safeguards commitments. The regulatory author-
ity in the area is the SSM. The purpose of the Environmental Code is protecting
the environment and human health from harmful activities [65].

A license application for a new nuclear facility must be supported by a pre-
liminary safety analysis report. It should contain su�cient speci�cations of the
facility, such that the SSM will be able to determine whether the facility and
its operations are expected to comply with the demands for safety, radiation
protection and physical protection. An account of the construction and per-
formance of the facility should be provided, with the level of detail depending
on e.g. whether the facility type and construction solutions are well-tried or
not [65].

The application shall be handed both to the SSM and to the environmental
court, which in parallel prepare for decisions according to the Nuclear Activities
Act and the Environmental Code, respectively. The SSM and the environmental
court then pass the application with their opinions on to the government after
some mutual coordination. The government may grant a permit according to
the Nuclear Activities Act. It may also grant its permission according to the En-
vironmental Code, unless the municipality in which the facility is planned to be
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Figure 11: Overview of the licensing process for new nuclear facil-
ities in Sweden.
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located exercises its veto. Thereafter the environmental court holds a main hear-
ing and it may thereafter issue its permit. Finally, the environmental court and
the SSM may dictate possible additional terms according to the two laws men-
tioned earlier and to the the Radiation Protection Act (Strålskyddslagen). A
license is valid for one speci�c license holder only, and cannot be transferred [65].

To prevent damages and inconveniences, there is a requirement for using the
`best available technique' (BAT), considering radiation safety and general ef-
fects on the environment. Not only production equipment is enclosed in the
BAT concept, but also methods for production, such as education and sta�
management, and the manner in which a facility is constructed, maintained and
decommissioned. The technique shall be commercially available (although not
necessarily in Sweden) and not exist in an experimental stage only [64]. The
European Commission provides `BAT Reference Documents' including what is
considered to be BAT in the industry in general, as well as guidelines for the
licensing authorities, in this case the SSM [65].

8.2 Di�erences in licensing aspects between Gen II and
Gen IV facilities

In terms of legislation, there are no fundamental di�erences between licensing of
Gen II and Gen IV facilities. However, the complete operation of the Gen IV fuel
cycle involving MA-bearing fuel and reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel, would
demand extra attention in licensing procedures, and it must be expected that
unproven construction designs will call for more comprehensive investigations.
In addition, the new material �ows will increase the amounts of nuclear material
transports.

A demonstration facility is essentially treated as any other nuclear facility, how-
ever not connected to the power grid as the nuclear power reactors. It may
therefore be built even if the Swedish prohibition against construction of nu-
clear power reactors is continued. In the event that the construction principles
of a facility are not already proven, as will be the case for the demonstration
reactor and fuel processing facilities, they must be evaluated by the SSM to
prove the robustness and reliability needed to guarantee the safety performance
of the facility [65].

Since the demonstration facility is not intended for power production, there
is no requirement for it to be placed in a site where nuclear power reactors are
currently located. However, the safeguards work could bene�t from collocating
several facilities since the infrastructure could be jointly used.

The number of facilities to be licensed di�ers between Gen II and Gen IV sys-
tems, in that a reprocessing plant is added to the fuel fabrication, reactor and
storage facilities. For each facility, a separate licensing application must be
handed to the authorities. An application may comprise several alternative de-
signs, all of which shall be evaluated equally.

The Swedish legislation requires no amendments in order for the authorities
to process the licensing of reprocessing facilities, as they exist already in the
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de�nition of a nuclear facility. However, the government in practice abandoned
the reprocessing plans of spent fuel in the 1980's, in favor of direct disposal [67].
This standpoint may possibly be reconsidered in the future, in the light of the
new advanced Gen IV fuel cycle technologies.
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9 Conclusions and discussion

Finding the appropriate safeguards measures for new Gen IV facilities is in-
deed a challenge, but with the arrival of the new generation of nuclear energy
one may also see opportunities. At this point, there is an opening to set the
safeguards standards high before the Gen IV technologies have become widely
implemented. Construction and operation features of new facilities, fuels and
fuel recycling processes can thus be regulated from the start, such that all parts
of the fuel cycle are covered.

In order to meet the challenges that arise with the Gen IV technology, im-
plementation of safeguards-by-design is an important element in the planning
for new nuclear power plants and fuel cycle facilities. The safeguards measures
used at nuclear facilities today should constitute the basis for future safeguards
activities. Nuclear material accountancy, with physical inventory veri�cations,
interim inventory veri�cations and near real time accountancy, will remain im-
portant parts of the safeguards approach, as will the dual C/S principle. The
well-tried methods should be improved and supplemented by modern techniques
such as nuclear forensics, safeguards-by-design and improved on-line monitoring
of streams of nuclear material.

In particular, the Generation IV facility units investigated in this work are a
lead-cooled fast reactor, a storage unit and a reprocessing unit with fuel fabrica-
tion. It has been assumed that the units should be collocated, in order to avoid
unnecessary proliferation risks posed by transports. It has also been assumed
that the facility will be located in Sweden.

The possible implementation of a Gen IV fuel cycle as described in his work,
would pose several challenges to the safeguards system. Among the reasons for
this are the inaccessibility of the reactor, which puts limitations on the fuel veri-
�cation methods, and the extensive recycling of MA bearing fuels. Reprocessing
is a safeguards challenge and will stay so also in the future, even if group sepa-
ration of actinides will replace Purex as the standard commercial reprocessing
technique. In addition, the high plutonium content of many fast reactor fuels
makes the materials attractive for diversion. Through careful preparations of
the safeguards systems and processes, the capability of the IAEA and other
safeguards organizations to detect possible diversions of nuclear materials will
be increased.

Automated processes must be used more extensively in such a demonstration
facility than in currently existing facilities, since the high MA contents of the
LFR fuels require shielding in hot cells and remote operation. Measures must
be taken to verify that the direction of fuel movement complies with the transfer
path stated by the operator. In addition, with less facility personnel present in
the vicinity of nuclear materials, the risk of diversion is reduced.

The reactor should be sealed and inaccessible, which calls for dual C/S mea-
sures. By monitoring the neutron �ux in the reactor, such that misuse of the
reactor aiming at Pu breeding at the expense of power production can be de-
tected. Identities of the fuel assemblies should be veri�ed at several stages of
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the fuel cycle, such that diversion of nuclear material is obstructed.

A number of areas where there is a need for further research and develop-
ment have been identi�ed. The research on the development of improved NDA
techniques should be intensi�ed, since non-destructive on-line measurements are
crucial for safeguarding bulk handling facilities. Apart from the measurements
of U and Pu, the Am and Np contents should preferably be monitored. Sug-
gestibly, NDA should also be used for veri�cation of fuel assemblies containing
minor actinides. The use of automated on-line collection of data would increase
both the e�ciency of measurements and the non-intrusion of activities at the
reprocessing and fuel fabrication units. By having the data evaluated centrally,
the need for on-site inspections would at the same time be reduced, thus de-
manding less resources. The large amounts of data produced by the safeguards
sensors need to be stored in databases. In order to properly evaluate the ob-
tained information, one may have to coordinate various systems.

Extended use of nuclear forensics may be foreseen, in particular if a database
comprising the required technical data is set up and laboratories and personnel
become available at a large scale. With such a database, possible illicit tra�ck-
ing of nuclear materials could be traced to the diverting facility, which would
have a deterrent e�ect on a diverter. However, international collaboration is
essential in order to successfully implement nuclear forensic analyses.

Joint use of equipment may become practiceable in the future, but only if it
can be assured that the IAEA will still be able to draw its own idependent
conclusions. This would require that the facility operation processes are char-
acterized by openness and transparency.

The construction of a Gen IV demonstration facility in Sweden is currently
not prohibited by law. However, the licensing of a new nuclear facility is a long
process, in which the safety performance and environmental impact of the facil-
ity should be carefully assessed. It is important that the safeguards approach
for the demonstration facility is outlined early on in the process, such that the
facility units can be designed in a way that allows for implementation of ade-
quate safeguards measures with minimal intrusion on the regular activities.

The calculations performed in this work give only rough estimates of the ma-
terial �ows in he fuel cycle, especially since the downscaling of ELSY is very
crude. Furthermore, no consideration has been taken to the changed material
composition in the storage due to decays of e.g. 241Pu to 241Am. Thus, there
is room for much improvement in the material �ow calculations. However, it
can be noted that the Pu contents of both fresh and spent nuclear fuel will be
relatively high. In order to prepare enough Pu for supplying the demonstration
reactor, reprocessing of approximately 300-500 tonnes of spent LWR fuel from
CLAB would be required. During regular operations, after the initial start-up
phase, only 72 kg of uranium would have to be added to the fuel cycle each year.
The amount of high level waste generated annually would comprise merely 72 kg
of �ssion products.
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10 Outlook

The European collaboration on the lead-coolant based technology, should be
continued with the development of a standardized reactor core con�guration
(LEADER) to be used as a reference plant. By joining forces in a common
project, the research institutes would advance towards the realization of a Eu-
ropean lead-cooled demonstration plant. Furthermore, collaboration between
researchers and safeguards authorities should be intensi�ed to ensure that the
relevant safeguards issues are addressed in the design.

Computer burnup simulations of LFR fuel in the reference core, including both
the homogeneous and target fuel types, should be performed. Simulation is an
important tool for accurately determining the material �ows throughout the
fuel cycle.

Considering that the reprocessing stage imposes the most signi�cant prolifera-
tion risk of the fuel cycle, group separation of actinides should be implemented
to reduce the diversion attractiveness of the material streams. In order to do
so, further research on separation methods, e.g. Ganex, is needed.

Detector development is needed for accurate veri�cation of MA bearing fuel
assemblies as well as nuclear materials dissolved at the reprocessing plant.

Sensors for safeguards applications should be implemented in a way that en-
sures continuity of knowledge, but with minimum intrusion on the regular oper-
ations at the facility and at reasonable costs. One approach for accomplishing a
functional and e�cient safeguards system may be the development of a comput-
erized tool, that is able to evaluate various sensor setups. Its applications may
include specifying sensors suitable for each part of the fuel cycle, the optimal
placements of the equipment and cross-checking the results. In addition, the
large amounts of data collected by various safeguards devices must be correctly
interpreted. It must be assured that the possibility of the safeguards system
rendering false alarms is kept low, since frequent false alarms could undermine
the con�dence in the measures taken.
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Appendix - Material �ow calculations

In the calculations that follow, the amounts of heavy metals (actinides) have
been considered, whereas the mass of oxygen in the fuel has been omitted. The
annual �ows of nuclear fuel through the adiabatic ELSY core was the start-
ing point of the material �ow calculations. First of all, the ELSY �ows were
scaled down by six, see tables 2 and 3. One full demonstration reactor core at
BOL consists of approximately 5600 kg U, 1100 kg Pu and 76 kg MA, i.e. four
times the material annually loaded into the core. The average Pu fraction is
1088/6764 ≈ 16%. The average actinide composition of the spent fuel in CLAB
has not been used for the calculations presented here. Instead, the composition
of spent LWR fuel with 33 GWd/t burnup and 10 years of cooling time has been
used in the calculations, see table 4 [68].

The amount of spent LWR fuel from CLAB needed to separate enough Pu for the
BOL core of the demonstration reactor is the Pu inventory of the core divided by
the Pu fraction in the CLAB SF, i.e. 1.088 t/0.0085 = 128 t. By using equation 2
in section 6.3 and assuming 200 days of operation yearly, the capacity of the
reprocessing plant is approximately 53 MTHM/y. The time reqiured to produce
enough Pu for the BOL core is thus 128 MTHM/53 MTHM/y ≈ 2.4 y. Similarly,
for the annual loading of a quarter of the total core mass, 272 t/0.0085 = 32 t
of CLAB fuel is needed, which takes up 32 MTHM/50 MTHM/y = 0.6 years for
reprocessing.

In total, if 5 years of interim storage is assumed, the amount of CLAB fuel
needed for start-up of the LFR fuel cycle is the fuel needed for one full core plus
6 refuelings, i.e. 128+32·6 = 320 t. With 10 years of storage, 128+32·11 = 480 t
of spent LWR fuel is required.

In the interim storage, 5 or 10 loads of discharged fuel from the demonstra-
tion reactor will be present, depending on the storage time. This corresponds
to 1.69 t · 5 ≈ 8.4 t or 1.69 t · 10 ≈ 16.9 t of spent LFR fuel.

Assuming that the uranium fraction of the CLAB SF is 95.54% and that the core
and refueling masses of uranium is 5.6 t and 1.4 t, the amount of excess uranium
in the total amount of reprocessed CLAB fuel is 320 t ·0.9554−(5.6 t+1.4 t ·6) ≈
290 t and 480 t · 0.9554− (5.6 t + 1.4 t · 11) ≈ 440 t for 5 and 10 years of cooling
respectively. With similar calculations, the excess of the minor actinides Am,
Cm and Np are found to be 62 kg, -39 kg and 145 kg respectively for the 5-year
case, and 93 kg, -58 kg and 218 kg for the 10-year case. The negative numbers
indicate that enough Cm to reach the contents shown in table 3 will not be
produced. However, this is not a problem, since the reactor can be operated
without having MA present in the fuel assemblies. During operation, the Cm
levels will gradually build up to reach equilibrium levels in the core.

In order for the fuel fabrication facility to keep up with the pace of the re-
processing plant, it should have a capacity of 1.7 MTHM annually, which equals
the mass of fuel charged in the reactor. To avoid the formation of a bottle
neck at the initial stage of the fuel fabrication, when manufacturing fuel for the
�rst core of the reactor, a capacity of 2.8 MTHM/y is instead required. This
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Element
ELSY (kg)

Charge Discharge Full core (BOL)
U 8397 7965.5 33588
Pu 1632 1632 6528
Am 76 76 304
Cm 27 27 108
Np 9 9 36
FP 0 432 0
Total 10141 10141 40564

Table 2: The amounts of actinides and �ssion products �owing in
and out of the adiabatic ELSY core each year [42].

Element
Demonstration reactor (kg)

Charge Discharge Full core (BOL)
U 1400 1328 5600
Pu 272 272 1088
Am 13 13 52
Cm 4.5 4.5 18
Np 1.5 1.5 6
FP 0 72 0
Total 1691 1691 6764

Table 3: The amounts of actinides and �ssion products �owing in
and out of the demonstration reactor core each year, and
at the BOL full core inventory.

Actinide kg per ton SF
U 955.4
Pu 8.5
Am 0.6
Cm 0.02
Np 0.5

Table 4: The actinide composition of spent nuclear fuel with 33
MWd/kgHM burnup discharged from an LWR, after 10
years of cooling [68].
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�gure is found from dividing the full core mass (∼6.76 t) by the time needed
for reprocessing the CLAB fuel (2.4 y).
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